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111
A George III crossbanded and carved mahogany 
demilune pier table
late 18th century 
height 32 1/4in (82cm); width 50in (127cm); depth 23 
3/4in (60.5cm)
$800-1,200

113
A chrome coffee table
post 1950 
inset with a beveled glass top.
height 17 1/4in (44cm); width 40in 
(101.5cm); depth 22in (56cm)
$700-1,000

112
A pair of George II style mahogany 
consoles
early 20th century 
height 34 1/2in (88cm); width 40in (102cm); 
depth 18in (46cm)
$1,000-1,500

111

112

113
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Property from the Collection
of Robert Steiman (Lots 114 & 115)

114
A group of Lalique glass articles 
comprising three decanters and stoppers and a vase.
$800-1,200

115
A group of Lalique glass articles 
comprising two bird pin trays, four shot glasses, two birds and 
two scent bottles. (10)
$800-1,200

116
A Rene Lalique frosted glass vase: Escargot
model introduced 1920 
etched  R. Lalique France.
height 8 3/8in (21.2cm)
$1,000-1,500

117
A suite of Baccarat glass table ware in the Harcourt 
pattern
20th century 
comprising eight 6 3/8in glasses, eight 5in champagne coupes, 
eight bowls and eight underplates, each with etched factory 
mark. (24)
$1,500-2,000

114

115

116

117 (Part Lot)
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118
An Austrian Jugendstil patinated metal mounted overshot 
crackle glass vase
apparently unmarked, possibly Kralik, circa 1900 
height 6 3/4in (17cm); diameter 5in (12.75cm)
$600-800

Property from the Estate of 
Vladimir Magdalena Zacharias

119
A Continental hammered bronze and copper vase
possibly Austrian, early 20th century 
height 7 1/4in (18.5cm)
$800-1,200

120
A Royal Copenhagen porcelain Flora Danica fruit basket
date code for 1975-79 
green printed factory mark, underglaze blue wave mark and 
painted 20/3534.
height 3 1/2in (9cm); width across the handles 9in (23cm)
$600-800

121
A gilt metal mounted paint decorated opaline glass 
center bowl
possibly Baccarat
late 19th century 
the bowl decorated with birds amongst water weeds.
height 9 1/4in (23.5cm); width across handles 16in (41cm)
$600-800

118 119

120
121
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123
A pair of patinated wrought iron 
adjustable chaise longue
post 1950 
height 40 1/2in (103cm); width 36 1/4in 
(92cm); length 69in (175.5cm)
$600-800

122
A pair of French limestone 
figures of sphinxes
19th century 
height 28in (72cm); length 36in 
(92cm): width 14in (36cm)
$800-1,200

124
A pair of Renaissance style limestone 
figures of recumbent lions
late 19th/early 20th century 
height 18in (46cm); length 26in (66cm); width 
9in (23cm)
$300-500

122

123

124
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125
A pair of Louis XVI limestone fluted columns
late 18th century 
one column surmounted by an associated flower filled urn.
height of tallest 76in (193cm)
$1,200-1,800

Provenance:
with therien & co., Los Angeles, cA, 18 february 1993.

127
A Baroque style marble and cast stone 
center table
20th century 
height 27 1/2in (70cm); width 84in (214cm); 
depth 36in (92cm)
$1,500-2,000

126
A limestone flower basket form finial
early 20th century 
height 22in (56cm); diameter 16in (41cm)
$300-500

125

126

127
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129
A pair of Continental Baroque carved oak corbels
late 17th/early 18th century, later mounted on painted 
backs 
overall height 36 1/2in (93cm); width 8in (20cm); depth 8in 
(20cm)
$500-700

Property of the Beverly Hills Collector

128
English School
(20th century)
Pug
oil on board
16 1/2 x 11 1/2 in (42 x 29.2 cm) 
$400-600

Provenance:
sold doyle, new York, Property from the collection of Adolfo, 15 
october 2014, lot 262.

Property from the Estate of 
Vladimir Magdalena Zacharias

130
A large Eastern Orthodox painted icon of St. Nicholas
19th century, possibly earlier 
on cradled panel.
32 1/2 x 23 1/2in (83.5 x 60cm)
$100-200

128

130

129
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131
Léonard Tsuguharu Foujita
(Japanese-French, 1886-1968)
Staring cat, circa 1930
pencil drawing on paper
signed lower left, mounted on backing
paper size 12 x 9 5/8in (30.5 x 24.5cm)
with galerie Angle du faubourg, Paris, circa 1965.
$2,000-4,000

we thank madame sylvie Buisson for confirming the authenticity 
of this lot and for her assistance with cataloguing.

133
After Georges Braque
(French, 1882-1963)
Bord de Mer (MA. 1037), c. 1960
Lithograph printed in colors on wove paper,
signed in pencil lower right and numbered 271/300 
lower left, published by maeght, Paris
sight 13 1/2in x 25 3/4in (34.5 x 65.5cm)
$1,200-1,800

132
Joan Miró
(Spanish, 1893-1983)
Abstract Composition
lithograph
numbered in pencil lower left 9/100 and signed in pencil lower 
right
sheet 19 x 16in (48.5 x 42cm)
$600-800

131

132

133
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135
A Neoclassical style parcel gilt and paint 
decorated jardinière stand
post 1950 
height 21in (53.5cm); diameter 16 1/2in 
(42cm)
$300-500

134
A Neoclassical style giltwood gesso overmantel mirror
20th century 
height 76 1/4in (194cm); width 61in (155cm)
$500-700

136
A Louis XV style giltwood fauteuil
post 1950 
height 44in (112cm); width 27 1/2in (70cm); depth of seat 23in 
(59cm)
$300-500 

134

135

136
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Property from the Collection
of Jeffrey & Eva Peterson,
Palisades, CA

137
A Regency style parcel ebonized 
giltwood convex mirror
modern 
diameter 34in (86.5cm)
$300-500

139
A Louis XVI style gilt bronze vanity mirror
20th century 
height 20 1/2in (52cm); width 16 1/4in 
(41.25cm)
$300-500

138
An imposing Neoclassical style 
verdigris bronze garden urn 
height 32 1/2in (82.5cm); width across 
handles 33 1/2in (85cm); depth 24 1/2in 
(62.5cm)
$1,000-1,500

137

138

139
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141
Paul Grimm
(American, 1891-1974)
Looking It Over
oil on board
signed ower right, titled, signed and dated ‘66 verso
20 1/4 x 24 1/4in (51.5 x 61.5cm)
$2,000-3,000

140
Charles Wilbert White
(American, 1918-1979)
I Have a Dream, 1976
lithograph
titled and numbered in pencil lower left 8/125, signed 
and dated over contemporary Arts center, Los 
Angeles county museum of Art blind stamp lower right
sheet size 22 1/2 x 30in (57 x 76cm)
$1,500-2,000

Property from the Collection
of Jeffrey & Eva Peterson,
Palisades, CA

142
A Louis XV fruitwood armoire
second half 18th century 
height 103in (261cm); width 66in (168cm); depth 30in (76cm)
$1,200-1,800

140

141

142



International travelers and cultural explorers for 
decades, David and Barbara Hart learned about the 
cultures they encountered and developed a passion 
for the art and artifacts of the lands they discovered.  
Through their adventures, the Harts have thoughtfully 
curated a range of unusual objects, accents, art and 
textiles from Mexico to the Philippines including 
Ming porcelain, Afghan rugs, and Indonesian textiles.  
Building their Palos Verdes home overlooking the 
Pacifi c Ocean in the 1960s, the collection has been 
lovingly displayed with charm and warmth.

The Collection of 
David and Barbara Hart
(to be offered without reserve)

Lots 143-223
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 
143
A Philippine mixed metal gador
Mindanao 
height 22in (56cm); width 12in (30.5cm)
$500-700

144
A four piece group of Philippine accessories
Mindanao and other localities 
comprising a tobacco box, a horn vanity box, an embellished 
ribbon and a bowl.
the bowl height 2 1/4in (5.5cm); diameter 7in (18cm)
$200-400

145
A five piece collection of Philippine metalware betel nut 
accessories
Mindano and other localites 
comprising two betel nut boxes and three betel nut crackers.
the largest box height 3 1/2in (9cm); width 6 3/4in (17cm)
$500-700

146
A six piece collection of Philippine accessories
Mindanao 
comprising three tobacco boxes and three combs.
the largest box height 11 3/4in (20cm); width 5in (13cm)
$150-200

143

144

145
146



The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

147
A Philippine stained wood figure of 
a Buraq
Mindanao 
height 13 1/2in (34cm); length 14 1/4in 
(36cm)
$1,000-1,500

148
A Philippine stained wood figure of a 
Sarimanok
Mindanao 
height 14 1/2in (37cm); length 18in 
(46cm)
$1,000-2,000

149
A six piece group of Asian figures 
and accessories 
comprising a carved hardstone cup, 
possibly bornite, a khmer style head, a 
copper alloy or bronze seated figure, a 
covered bowl, probably thai, a carved 
wood figure of shoulau and a giltwood 
figure of Buddha
height of largest 10 1/2in (27cm)
$200-300

150
Two Chinese celedon jarlettes
Ming Period 
height 2 1/4in (5.57cm); diameter 3in 
(7.5cm)
$300-400

151
A Japanese bronze figure of Kannon
Edo Period, possibly earlier 
height 4 1/2in (11.5cm)
$300-500

147

148

149

151

150
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 
152
An American metal mounted painted oak-slat steamer 
trunk
C. A. Taylor Trunk Works
late 19th/early 20th century 
with applied brass plaque to top inscribed C.A. TAYLOR 
TRUNK WORKS CHICAGO NEW YORK.
height 22 3/4in (58cm); width 30in (76cm); depth 19 1/4in 
(49cm)
$200-400

153
A Continental pine single bed
second half 19th century 
height 28 1/2in (72.5cm); width 47 1/4in (120cm); length 79 
3/4in (202.5cm)
$100-200

154
A Southwestern carved pine cabinet
20th century 
height 77in (195.5cm); width 34in (86.5cm); depth 16in 
(40.5cm)
$300-500

155
A Continental pine side table
19th century 
fitted with two frieze drawers.
height 28in (71cm); width 71 1/2in (181.5cm); depth 17 1/4in 
(44cm)
with Pine trader Antiques, santa Barbara, cA.
$200-300

152

153

154

155
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

156
Two rustic mixed wood side tables
composed of antique elements 
height of largest 18in (45.5cm); width 31in (79cm); depth 20 
1/2in (52cm)
$400-600

157
An assembled group of wrought metal and wood lighting 
comprising two pairs of prickets, three pillar sticks, an oil lamp, 
three branding irons, a weight and a nail ball. (13)
the tallest height 36 1/2in (93cm)
$600-800

158
A Mexican silvered metal repoussé mirror
20th century 
height 56in (142cm); width 25 1/2in (64.5cm)
$400-600

159
A hardstone carved figure of an eagle
20th century 
height 27 3/4in (70.5cm)
$700-900

156

157

158
159
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

161
A Contemporary glass coffee table and side table 
height of coffee table 16in (40.5cm); width 60in (152.5cm); 
depth 42in (106.5cm); height of side table 25in (63.5cm); width 
66in (167.5cm); depth 40.5cm)
$200-300

160
A set of four McGuire armchairs and patinated 
metal and glass table
20th century 
height of armchairs 34in (86.5cm); width 22 3/4in 
(58cm); depth 19in (48cm); height of table 28 1/4in 
(72cm); diameter 41 3/4in (106cm)
$500-700

162
A set of four Mexican armchairs and a 
tall chair 
stamped to the reverse HECHO EN MEXICO.
height of four armchairs height 38in (96.5cm); 
width 26in (66cm); depth of seat 19 1/2in 
(49.5cm)
$500-700

160

161

162
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

163
A Mexican painted pottery candelabrum and pottery 
model of a church 
the candelabrum height 29in (74cm): width 24in (61cm)
$400-600

164
A collection of eleven Mesoamerican pottery figures and 
vessels
Jalisco and other localities 
some inscribed to undersides.
the largest height 34in (86.5cm); width 14in (35.5cm)
$1,000-1,500

165
A Mexican leather and wood five piece dining suite
20th century 
comprising a center table and four armchairs.
height of chairs 31 1/2in (80cm); width 23 1/2in (59.5cm); 
depth of seat 16 1/2in (42cm); height of table 29 1/2in (75cm); 
diameter 39 1/2in (100.5cm)
$800-1,200

166
Two rice mortars and pestles 
height of largest 18in (45.5cm); diameter 18 1/2in (47cm)
$300-500

163 164 (Part Lot)

166 (Part Lot)

165
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

168
A pair of Philippine carved narra 
wood side cabinets
modern 
height 36in (91.5cm); width 47 1/2in 
(120.5cm); depth 20in (51cm)
$800-1,200

167
A Mexican silvered metal tree of life 
height 52 1/4in (132.5cm); width 48 1/2in 
(123cm)
$300-500

169
A Mexican primitive cheese press
19th century 
together with three carved wood trenchers.
height of cheese press 54 3/4in (139cm); width 30 1/2in 
(77.5cm); depth 17in (43.5cm)
$400-600

170
A Spanish chestnut and flint threshing board
19th century 
height 69 1/2 (176.5cm); width 36in (91.5cm)
$500-700

171
A Sergio Bustamante silvered metal figure of a parrot
20th century 
height 30 1/2in (77.5cm); length 49 1/2in (126cm); width 26 
3/4in (68cm)
$2,000-3,000

172
A nine piece suite of Philippine carved narra wood, leather 
and wrought iron dining furniture
post 1950 
comprising an octagonal table and eight armchairs.
height of table 30in (76cm); width 72 3/4in (185cm); depth 72 
3/4in (185cm); height of chairs 37in (94cm); width 24 1/2in 
(62cm); depth of seat 17 1/2in (44.5cm)
$2,000-3,000

167

168



The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

170

171

169
(Part
Lot)

172
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

174
Two Imperial Chinese Railway bonds
early 20th century 
canton-Kowloon railway and huKuang 
railway.
the larger 21 x 14in (53 x 36cm)
$100-200

173
A folio of 99 Japanese woodblock prints - 
Views of Japan
mid-20th century 
together with a set of 6 prints - hiroshige 
Landscape. (2)
the larger folio height 4in (10cm); width 16in 
(41cm); depth 13 1/2in (34cm)
$400-600

175
A set of four Asian wood print blocks
Japanese or Korean 
overall length 18 3/4in (48cm)
$600-800

173

174

175
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

176
A Chinese bronze bird cage hook 
intricatedly decorated and inscribed.
length 7in (18cm)
$150-250

178
A Thai copper alloy Buddha head
15th/16th century 
height 6 1/2in (16.5cm); width 3in (7.5cm)
$250-350

177
A Chinese paint decorated and parcel ebonized 
apothecary chest
second quarter 20th century 
height 43 1/2in (110.5cm); width 33 1/4in (84cm); depth 10 
1/2in (26.5cm)
$1,000-1,500

176

177

178
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

180
A Southern Indian wrought iron mounted 
wood storage box 
height 34in (86.5cm); width 16in (40.5cm); 
depth 16 1/2in (42cm)
$300-500

182
A seven piece collection of Thai figures 
and accessories 
comprising two spirit houses, a pair of 
temple dogs, a mask and a pair of white 
metal deer.
the deer height 19in (48cm); length 20in 
(51cm)
$400-600

179
A five piece group of African and South Pacific woven 
and carved objects 
comprising a carved boab nut, a carved coolamon, two 
basketry vessels and a basketry mask.
the fringed basketry vessel length 43in (109cm)
$300-500

181
A ten piece group of Japanese wood, metal and ceramic 
accessories
19th-20th century 
comprising a figure of a warrior, a basket, a tea caddy , a 
whisk, a drinking cup, a brush and stand, a lunch box, a small 
sewing cabinet and a small chest.
$200-300

179

180

181

182



The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

183
A woven Afghan bag
20th century 
mounted on a stretched canvas.
dimensions of bag approximately 50 x 
35in (127 x 89cm); dimensions overall 60 
x 40in (152.5 x 101.5cm)
$250-350

184
A group of ten Bolivian textiles and 
book with Chemayo blanket
20th century 
dimensions of largest approximately 94 x 
66in (239 x 167.5cm)
$300-500

185
A Philippine mixed wood bench
19th century 
height 37 1/2in (95cm); width 77 1/4in 
(196cm); depth of seat 16in (40.5cm)
$700-900

186
Four Philippine carved wood storage 
vessels 
the largest height 30 1/2in (77.5cm)
$150-200
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183

185
184 (Part Lot)

186
(Part Lot)
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

188
A collection of Philippine baskets
Mindoro, Pangasinan and other 
localities 
including fishing creel, locust, transport 
and storage baskets, and a serving 
tray; together with a ceramic pot. (27)
the largest height 32in (81cm); diam-
eter 14in (35.5cm)
$500-700

187
A Phlippine applique picture of washer women
Manang Bening Buhat, circa 1965 
After Anita magsaysay ho.
overall 32 1/4 x 49in (82 x 124.5cm)
$300-500

189
A Philippine mixed wood sugar cane press 
height 38 1/4in (97cm); width 51in (129.5cm); depth 9in (23cm)
$400-600

187

188 (Part Lot)
table not included

189
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

190
Virginia Ty-Navarro
(Philippine, 1922-1996)
Dancers
incision reverse relief carved panel, signed 
lower left
30 x 39in (76 x 99cm)
$800-1,200

192
A Philippine boat hull now as a bench
composed of antique elements 
height 28 3/4in (73cm); width 79 1/2in (202cm); 
depth 22in (56cm)
$300-500

191
A collection of Philippine baskets
Luzon Cordillera, and other localities 
including various storage, burden and 
transport baskets, serving and work 
trays, a rice box, rice containers and 
others. (26)
the largest height 12 3/4in (32cm); diam-
eter 27 1/2in (70cm)
$500-700

190

191 (Part Lot)
table not included

192
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

194
A Hispano-Philippine carved relief of the 
Holy Family 
height 38 1/2in (98cm); width 27 1/2in (70cm)
$300-500

193
A pair of Philippine white metal kalesa lamps
early 20th century 
height 19 1/2in (50cm); width 6 1/4in (16cm)
$300-500

195
A Philippine mixed wood plantation chair
20th century 
Arms replaced.
height 43in (109cm); width 32in (81.5cm); depth 53in 
(134.5cm); depth of seat 18in (45.5cm)
$500-700

196
A Japanese wood and metal fish form kettle hook 
and kettle together with a hibachi
20th century 
height of hibachi 13 1/4in (33.5cm); width 31 1/4in 
(79cm); depth 21in (53.5cm)
$800-1,200

193

194

195



The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

196
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

198
A Teodora Blanco pottery figure of a 
woman with a basket
Oaxaca 
height 18 1/2in (47); width 11 1/2in (29cm)
with the craft and folk Art museum
$300-500

200
A seven piece collection of Mexican 
bruñido ceramics
Tonalá, Jalisco 
comprising a chiminea, two ewers, a 
figure of a duck, a bowl, a vase and a large 
charger.
the chimenea height 20in (51cm); diameter 
19in (48cm)
$500-700

197
A collection of thirteen Cuna Molas
San Blas Islands, Panama
mid-20th century 
six framed, seven as cushions.
the largest frame height 23in (58.5cm); width 18 1/2in 
(47cm)
$500-700

199
Three Mexican polychrome decorated pottery 
figures of women
two signed by Irene Aguilar
Oaxaca 
together with a book: Oaxacan Ceramics. (4)
the largest figure height 9 3/4in (25cm)
$100-200

197 (Part Lot)

198

199

200
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

201
A Mexican iron mounted mixed wood door in 
the Spanish Colonial Baroque taste
composed of antique and later elements 
now as a headboard.
height 40 3/4in (103.5cm); width 76in (193cm); depth 
1 3/4in (4.5cm)
$200-400

203
A Mexican mixed wood plate rack
composed on antique elements 
height 77 1/4in (196cm); width 41 1/4in 
(104.5cm); depth 15 1/2in (39.5cm)
$300-500

202
A group of nine rustic farming implements
19th century and later 
comprising a cart, three yokes, a plow, a saddle, sanding 
wheel, pitchfork and shovel.
height of cart 26 1/2in (67.5cm); length 43 1/2in (110.5cm); 
depth 22 1/2in (57cm)
$800-1,200

204
A Mexican corn mortar and pestle 
(molcajete) 
height 33in (84cm); width 28 1/4in 
(71.5cm); depth 22 1/2in (57cm)
$500-700

202

203

204

201
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

205
A group of four Indonesian Ikat hangings 
dimensions of largest approximately 97 x 48in (246.5 x 122cm)
$300-500

206
A Japanese glazed earthenware sake jar 
with a hardwood stand. (2)
height 10 1/2in (26.5cm); diameter 5 1/2in 
(14cm)
$300-500

208
A pair of Japanese iron and 
lacquered stirrups ( abumi )
Meiji period 
height 10 1/2in (27cm); length 
12in (30.5cm)
$300-500

207
A group of three Indonesian krises 
length of longest 22 1/2in (57cm)
$350-450

206 (Part Lot)

207

208
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205 (Part Lot)
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

210
A group of four American glazed 
stoneware vessels
circa 1900 
comprising a J.A. Bauer Pottery co., Los 
Angeles crock, a Macomb Pottery co. 
crock, a jar and a jug.
the largest height 15in (38cm); diameter 11 
1/2in (29cm)
$200-300

212
A Mexican carved pine cupboard
incorporating antique and later elements 
height 94 3/4in (240.5cm); width 55in 
(139.5cm); depth 24in (61cm)
$600-800

209
A collection of nine wood, metal and 
bone corkscrews
late 19th/20th century 
the largest length 6 3/4in (16cm)
$150-250

211
A collection of Chinese works of art and 
accessories figures, beggars bells, carvings, 
mask and vessel and basket 
comprising a boys hat on stand, a framed carving, an 
unframed carved panel, two ceramic figures, a carved 
wood lion dog vessel, a barrel vessel on stand, a 
carved wood figure of shoulau, a pipe, a pair of bells 
and a three tiered picnic basket. (12)
the basket height 28in (71cm); width 19in (48cm); 
depth 18in (46cm)
$700-900

209

210

211

212
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

213
Two Thai patinated metal elephant 
bells 
height 15in (38cm); width 12 1/2in 
(32.5cm); depth 5in (13cm)
$100-200

215
An collection of eleven Asian theatrical pieces, carvings 
and accessories
Chinese and Indonesian 
comprising four puppets, three masks, two carvings, and two 
covered boxes.
the largest height overall 34 1/4in (87cm); width 15in (87cm)
$800-1,200

214
A Japanese bronze kettle on later hardwood stand 
the kettle height 7 1/2in (19cm); length 6 1/2in (16.5cm)
$200-400

216
A collection of thirteen Hispano-Philippine/Spanish 
Colonial santos figures
18th-20th century 
one a head.
the largest height 23 1/2in (60cm); width 9in (23cm)
$1,000-1,500

213

214

215

216
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The Collection of David and Barbara Hart 

217
Two Mexican figural polychrome decorated metal and wood dance masks 
the larger height 34 1/2in (88cm); width 15 1/2in (39cm)
$400-600

218
Three Mexican polychrome decorated metal and wood dance masks 
the largest height 32in (81cm); width 15 1/2in (39cm)
$400-600

219
Three Mexican animal form polychrome decorated composition and wood dance masks 
the largest height 15in (38cm); width 10in (25.5cm)
$500-700

220
Three Mexican polychrome decorated devil form dance masks 
the largest height 25 (65.5cm); width 11 1/2in (29cm)
$500-700

221
A Mexican figural carved and painted wood dance mask 
height 15in (38cm); width 7 1/4in (18cm)
$300-500

222
A Mexican tortilla bench (molendera)
20th century 
together with a tortilla press and sanding stone. (3)
height of tortilla bench 16in (40.5cm); length 65in (165cm); depth 21in (53.5cm)
$500-700

223
A group of seven Afghan Kilim rugs
20th century 
dimensions of largest approximately 12 ft 5in x 3ft 4in (378 x 102cm)
$800-1,200
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Property from the Collection
of Robert Steiman

224
A Chinese embroidered silk pictorial panel
late 19th century 
framed under glass.
overall height 30 1/4in (77cm); width 79 3/4in 
(202.5cm)
$600-800

225
Three pairs of Chinese cloisonné enamel vases
modern 
the largest height 15in (38cm); diameter 8in (20cm)
$300-500

Property from the Collection
of Jeffrey & Eva Peterson,
Palisades, CA

226
A pair of Chinese blue and white garden seats 
height 19 1/4in (49cm); diameter 13 1/4in (33.5cm)
$200-300

227
A large Japanese Arita blue and white glazed 
porcelain charger
late 19th century 
diameter 18 1/2in (47cm)
$200-300

224

225

226

227
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228
A Chinese parcel gilt and paint decorated 
tribute sign
early 19th century 
inscribed in traditional chinese and dated 1817.
height 27 1/4in (69cm); width 81 1/4in (206cm)
$600-800

229
A pair of Chinese carved wood and woven 
picnic baskets 
each with detachable gilt heightened lids above four 
drawers.
height 26 1/2in (67cm); width 15 1/4in (39cm); depth 
13 1/4in (33.5cm)
$500-700

230
Two Chinese Export reverse paintings on glass 
one depicting a mother and children in an interior, 
with soldiers in a courtyard, the other depicting 
women in a moonlit garden.
The larger height 34 1/2in (87.5cm); width 23in 
(58.5cm)
$600-900

Property from the Estate of 
Vladimir Magdalena Zacharias

231
A Chinese carved hardstone bell
20th century 
height 8 1/2in (22cm); diameter 6 1/4in (16cm)
$400-600

228

229

230
231
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233
A Japanese carved hardwood 
armchair
20th century 
height 32 3/4in (83cm); width 26 3/4in 
(68cm); depth of seat 15 3/4in (40cm)
$250-350

232
A Chinese carved hardstone lamp 
height excluding base and electrical fitting 13 3/4in (35cm)
$1,000-1,500

234
A collection of seven Chinese carved 
snuff bottles
20th century 
carved hardstone, horn, glass and other 
bottles, together with a carved hardstone 
scent bottle and a resin figure. (9)
the largest bottle height 3in (7.5cm)
$600-800

232

233

234
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235
A set of four Neoclassical style wrought 
iron, rock crystal and smoky quartz three 
branch wall lights
mid-20th century 
height 18in (46cm); width 19in (48cm); depth 
13in (33.5cm)
$600-800

237
A set of four Neoclassical style wrought 
iron, rock crystal and smoky quartz three 
branch wall lights
mid-20th century 
height 18in (46cm); width 19in (48cm); depth 
13in (33.5cm)
$600-800

236
A pair of Neoclassical style wrought iron, rock crystal and 
smoky quartz three branch wall lights
mid-20th century 
height 17in (43cm); width 13in (33cm); depth 9in (23cm)
$200-300

235

236

237
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239
A Louis XV carved walnut armoire
third quarter 18th century 
height 109in (277cm); width 71in (180cm); 
depth 29 1/2in (75cm)
$1,500-2,000

238
A brass and frosted glass six light ring 
chandelier
attributed to Vilhelm Lauritzen 
(Danish,1894-1984)
circa 1955 
$500-700

Provenance: 
silkeborg teater, denmark
Jackson design stockholm

240
A pair of red tufted leather upholstered 
club chairs
mid 20th century 
height 37 1/2in (95cm); width 37 1/2in 
(95cm); depth of seat 22 1/2in (57cm)
$400-600

238

239

240
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Property from the Collection 
of Jeffrey & Eva Peterson, 
Palisades, CA

241
A rustic stag horn seven light chandelier
modern 
height approximately 26in (66cm); diameter 
30in (76cm)
$400-600

243
A pair of Louis XVI style paint 
decorated and leather upholstered 
bergères
modern 
height 36 1/2in (92.5cm); width 27 3/4in 
(70.5cm); depth of seat 20 1/2in (52cm)
$300-500

242
A Louis XV carved walnut armoire
third quarter 18th century 
height 103in (262cm); width 68 1/2in 
(174cm); depth 28in (71cm)
$1,000-1,500

241

242

243
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245
A Lingbi ‘Contemplation’ stone
China 
this decorative naturally formed lingbi stone exhibits 
overtones of dark grays to light tans
height 15in (38cm); width 28in (71cm); depth 16in 
(40.5cm)
$700-900

244
An Ammonite Negative Plate 
An attractive curiosity piece displaying the negative 
impression of several ammonites along with fragments 
of outer shell material.
24in (61cm) x 32in (81.25cm)
$300-500

246
A Quartz with Hematite Inclusions 
A large cluster of quartz crystals on its natural Matrix displays 
hematite inclusions throughout giving a reddish hue overall.
height 8in (20.25cm); width 27in (68.5cm): depth 17in (43cm)
$500-700

244

245

246
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247
Two Agate Boulder Cross Sections 
two agate boulders are cross cut to reveal beautifully 
translucent drusy crystal growth of soft white and tan 
tones within.
the larger 16in (40.5cm) x 17in (43cm) x 8 1/2in 
(21.5cm)
$400-600

249
A pietra dura chess board
modern 
24in (61cm) square
$500-700

248
Two Black Onyx Spheres 
two polished black onyx spheres display natural chalcedony 
marbling throughout.
diameter 4in (10cm)
$100-150

247

248

249
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251
A Louis XV style inlaid walnut tric trac table
20th century 
the reversible top with an inlaid chess/checkers 
board to reveal a backgammon board.
height 30in (76cm); width 39in (99cm); depth 23 
3/4in (60.5cm)
$800-1,200

Property from the Collection 
of Jeffrey & Eva Peterson, 
Palisades, CA

250
Paul Youngman
(American, b. 1941)
Two works: Rolling California Hills and Farm 
Scene; together with another painting of a cow 
by another hand (3)
oil on canvas and oil on board
signed lower right
the larger 15 1/2 x 19 1/2in (39.5 x 49.5cm)
$300-500

252
A Louis XV/XVI transitional inlaid walnut 
commode
fourth quarter 18th century 
of slight breakfront outline, surmounted by a 
conforming Breche d’Alep marble top.
height 34 1/4in (87cm); width 51in (129.5cm); depth 
24 1/4in (61.5cm)
$1,200-1,800

250

251

252




